Become The First That Can Stand In The Position Of The Elder Brother
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February 15, 2022
The anniversary of the True Parents' Holy Births and the ninth anniversary of
Foundation Day during the Victory Celebration for the Summit for Peace on the Korean
Peninsula

I am grateful for your hard work so far, all over the world in preparing for this day, it has borne fruit and
led to victory. In 1962, the year of the black tiger, if the truth [about the advent True Parents] had actually
been revealed, there would have been no Christian opposition.
However, this did not happen. Sixty years have passed, and now this year, 2022 is the year of the black
tiger when true families and CheonBo families should step forward and tell the world boldly about the
existence of our Heavenly Parent, who has been patiently waiting for all this time. They should shout
loudly about him, and thus make beautiful flowers bloom in every part of the world. The only way to
become Heavenly Parent's children is to accept True Parents, and be embraced as brothers and sisters in
Heavenly Parent's arms.
However, ultimately on the path as one family of humanity attending the Heavenly Parent… In light of
the problems that Eastern Europe and Northeast Asia and that the European continent is now facing, we
must be completely united with True Parents!
Become the first -- as Heavenly Parent's true children -- that can stand in the position of the elder brother,
embracing the two nations that do not know about God. You need to be aware that now is the opportune
time to create the environment wherein you educate and embrace your younger brothers.

Report on the anniversary of the True Parents' Holy Births and the ninth anniversary of
Foundation Day during the Victory Celebration for the Summit for Peace on the Korean Peninsula

After appearing onstage, radiant and in top form, True Mother received flowers and gifts from True
Family members and regional leaders who expressed their congratulations to her on the success of the
Summit for Peace on the Korean Peninsula. In particular, Prime Minister Hun Sen personally sent a
bouquet of flowers for the victory celebration while the Cambodian Embassy sent a painting as a gift.
This was followed by the cutting of a cake. From beginning to end, the victory celebration took place in a
joyous atmosphere. Reverend Ki-hoon Kim offered a representative prayer, in which he thanked
Heavenly Parent for his grace and for the success of the Summit for Peace on the Korean Peninsula.
Mrs. Wonju Jeong McDevitt then read aloud True Mother's Peace Summit address, in which True Mother
said, "In 1962, a year of the black tiger, if the truth had actually been revealed, there would have been no
Christian opposition. However, this did not happen. Sixty years have passed, and now this year of the
black tiger in 2022 is the year when true families and CheonBo families should step forward and tell the
world boldly about the existence of our Heavenly Parent, who has been patiently waiting for all this
time."
Dr. Young-ho Yoon then reported about the success of the summit, which was truly a miracle. He said
"This Summit for Peace on the Korean Peninsula is the result of our continuous efforts made in unity with
True Mother over the last two years, a time when the world has been marked by the COVID-19 pandemic
as well as by divisions and conflicts. I have faith that this will be the starting point for creating a basis for
the realization of a heavenly unified Korea.
"As True Mother said, peaceful reunification on the Korean Peninsula is being realized. We will continue
to move forward until the peaceful reunification on the Korean Peninsula is achieved. Inspired by True
Mother, we will invest ourselves, body and soul, until peaceful reunification is achieved. With a broken
heart and swollen legs, True Mother sacrificed nights of sleep, traveling around the entire world, in order
to embrace all nations.
Until True Mother embraces the 157 nations, we will not rest. And she will do it. If we are united, we will
have victory and we will see miracles happen.
Today, for the liberation of Heavenly Parent's homeland, we must each raise the Korean flag, or rather the
Cheon II Guk flag, which we carry in our hearts. Just like Won-mo Cho, True Mother's maternal
grandmother, who waved the Korean flag and loudly shouted, "Long live Korean independence!" We
must also shout out loud before all nations, "Long live Heavenly Parent's homeland, Cheon II Guk."
True Parents' hard-working leaders encouraged True Mother, who spoke gracefully [see the following
page].
The victory celebration entertainment started with Cheon Il Guk leaders and then continued with singers
Jin Kang and Insooni. In addition, young YSP members who had offered sincere devotions and conditions
for the success of the summit, and then tirelessly invested themselves in their various mission places,
testified with hearts of finial piety toward True Parents through a magnificent artistic song and dance
performance.
Then everyone sang together "Komapso," [Thank you] to convey their hearts of gratitude to God and
True Parents and reaffirmed their determination to move forward in unity with True Parents until the
realization of a heavenly unified Korea. The victory celebration concluded with three shouts of Eog
Mansei, led by leaders of the main three providential nations, Sang-il Bang, Chung-sik Yong and Bo-guk
Hwang, who each expressed their determination to invest body and soul into peaceful reunification on the
Korean Peninsula.

